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Claim the beauty of your unique, authentic expression.Break free of your comfort zone, sharpen

your senses to perceive the world around you and find happiness in play. On this painterly journey,

Tracy Verdugo leads you from self-doubt to self-appreciation by helping you find your voice through

a myriad of vibrantly-hued mark making, painting and self-reflection techniques. There are no

mistakes here, only opportunities to learn and grow.Learn the language of your own sacred marks

by painting with personal symbology.Discover the inspiration that exists around you, in your home,

your community, the present moment.19 step-by-step exercises use popular mixed media materials

such as pastels, acrylic paints, inks and more!See how to use art making to plant creative seeds

and cultivate your wildest dreams. Turn on your Paint Mojo and make an awesome, shiny, perfectly

imperfect mark of you.
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Received my book today! I always start a new book by getting a soothing beverage together and

find some quiet time to dive in and explore. The book so far is very engaging and I can see it is

already a favorite for me. It consists of 9 chapters each with an exercise to do ,each one led by

different mixed media artists such as Mary Beth Shaw, Judy wise and Laurie Mika -many more

too!)- each with a bunch of photos and stepped out instructions with all kinds of tips to help you you

get going. part of the introduction is by Jesse Reno and is all about "personal iconography" and

symbols and I am thoroughly intrigued by this and I think will be stuck at this part of the book for

awhile because I have been doing this symbol making for as long as I can remember but never put



much more thought into it until reading this bit. It has given me a lot to think about and I want to put

them all down in my journal in one place to examine more thoughtfully now. I am really enjoying this

so far and I want to get a copy to send to my dear SIL as she is an artist but has been in a bit of a

slump and I think this would be very inspiring for her. I think we could do some of the exercises

together and have a lot of fun! As I get farther into the book I will come back and add to this post

and give even more details! I would definitely recommend this book-I think it is designed for artists

of any level to find inspiration and there are just tons of eye candy photos through out! Get this

book!7/1/14 Just had to add a note I LOVE THE SPIRAL BINDING!!!!!!!!!! SO thoughtful!!!!IMHO I

think all art instruction/inspiration books like this should be bound this way! I wouldn't mind paying a

little extra for the priveledge!
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